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B.Sc. (ECS) – III (Semester – V) Examination, 2018
THEORY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE (CGPA) (Paper – IV)

Day and Date : Tuesday, 17-4-2018 Max. Marks : 70
Time : 2.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figure to the right place indicate full marks.

1. Choose correct alternatives : 14

1) __________ is an abstract entity.
a) Symbol b) Alphabet c) Sting d) None of these

2) In Moore Machines the output is associated with the _________
a) DFA b) NFA c) State d) Transition

3) In PDA, Γ  is an alphabet called __________ alphabet.
a) Input b) Stack c) Tape d) None of these

4) The TM model consists of a finite control, _________ which divided into cell
and a tape head that scans one cell of the tape at a time.
a) An alphabet b) An input tape
c) Blank symbol d) None of these

5) _________ is a regular expression and denotes the set {∈}.

a) ∅ b) ∑ c) ∈ d) None of these

6) _______ is a set of symbols from one alphabet.
a) String b) Language c) Graph d) None of these

7) If L(r) = {1, 11, 111, 1111, ....} then r = __________

a) (1)+ b) (1)* c) (1 + 1) d) None of these

8) Construct CFG which accepts set of Palindromes over {0, 1}; production then

a) 1S0S → b) 0S1S → c) 0S0S → d) None of these

9) A directed graph is called a __________

a) DFA b) Transition diagram

c) NFA d) None of these
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10) A Turing Machine has __________ tuple.
a) 4 b) 5 c) 6 d) 7

11) The capital letters denote symbols may be ___________
a) Variables b) Terminals c) Both a) and b) d) None of these

12) In deterministic finite automaton for each input symbol there is exactly _______
transition from each state.
a) Zero b) One c) Two d) None of these

13) Let f(a) = 01*0 and f(b) = 0*1 if L = a*bb then f(L) = _____________
a) 01*0*01*01 b) 01*010*1 c) 0*10*101*1* d) None of these

14) A set with no element is called an empty set, also called a null set and
denoted as ____________

a) ∅ b) ∑ c) ∈ d) None of these

2. Attempt any seven of the following : 14

1) What is NFA ?

2) Define the terms :
a) Acceptance by empty stack
b) Acceptance by final state.

3) Define Concatenation and Kleen Closure.

4) Define the terms :
a) Symbol
b) Language.

5) Give the regular expression for the language :
a) L1 = Set of all string beginning with a and having substring ba in it over {a, b}
b) L2 = {•, 0, 00, 000, ....}

6) Construct DFA, that accept all and only the string of 0’s and 1’s that have the
sequence 01 somewhere in the string, over an alphabet {0, 1}.

7) Write any four properties of relation.

8) Construct context free grammar for a language over {0, 1} which accepts
strings having the number of 0’s equal to the number 1’s.

9) Consider following grammar :

0AS0S →
10SSA1SA →

Write Leftmost derivation for string 000001100.
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3. A) Attempt any two of the following : 10

1) Write a note on Turing Machine.

2) Construct regular expression over {a, b} for the DFA in figure.

3) Define Moore Machine. Construct Melay machine for input from (0 + 1)*
such that if input string ends with ‘011’ then it output ‘*’, if input string ends
with ‘010’ then it output ‘#’ otherwise output ‘$’.

B) Define :

1) CFG

2) Derivation tree. 4

4. Attempt any two of the following : 14

1) Construct NFA without •-transition for NFA with •-transition in transition table.

∅∅
∅

∅

}q{}q,q{q

)q{}q{}q{q

}q{}q{}q{q

2212

2001

1220

210δ

2) Construct a FA equivalent to the regular expression (01 + 10)* + 11*.

3) What is the definition of PDA ? Construct PDA for language L = {0n 1n | n >= 1}.

5. Attempt any two of the following : 14

1) What is Set ? How to describing a set ? What is Subset ? Explain operation
on set with example.

2) Construct TM for language L = {0i 1i | i >= 1}.

3) Construct CFG in CNF equivalent to G = ({S, A, B, D}, {0, 1}, P, S) where
P =  {S →  0AB, A →  0D | 1 AD, B →  0, D →  1}.

_____________________
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